Are You
Well-Architected?

Optimize workloads with AWS Well-Architected
Accelerate modernization by building and operating secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient infrastructure for systems using the
Amazon Web Services (AWS) Well-Architected Framework. Digital Edge will work with you to conduct an AWS Well-Architected Review,
evaluating architectures for high-risk issues, and then making recommendations and offering improvement plans that are based on AWS
Well-Architected best practices.

Benefits

Faster build and
deployment timeframes

Reduced risk

Consistency

Achieve cost
savings

Consistently apply
processes and
procedures on a solid
infrastructure to drive
efficiency and allow apps
to be built and deployed
more quickly

Identify issues before
they become problems
by thoroughly reviewing
your systems using the
AWS Well-Architected
Framework with
Digital Edge

AWS Well-Architected
provides a consistent and
time-tested approach
for regularly evaluating
architectures

Apply cost optimization
techniques that make
the most effective use of
services and resources to
achieve desired business
outcomes as cost
effectively as possible

Digital Edge’s Well Architected Review Offering
Digital Edge offers free AWS Well-Architected reviews to partners and clients. Our team of strategic cybersecurity advisors can then work
with your team to develop remediation plans ensuring that the cloud environment meets all cybersecurity and compliance standards.
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Realize the value of implementing AWS architectural best practices
Gain an understanding of the pros and cons that apply to the decisions made when designing and building systems on AWS. By following
the guidance provided by the AWS Well-Architected Framework and Digital Edge, you will be able to measure your architectures against
proven best practices, and more rapidly identify areas that may need improvement. From there, you can subsequently develop and
implement improvement plans that will help reduce risks in your workloads.

About Digital Edge
Digital Edge is a Managed Services Provider and AWS Advanced Tier partner that is skilled and accredited with a proven track record for
over 20 years. Our team of strategic cybersecurity advisors and AWS certified engineers enables your organization to employ an AWS
cloud environment that is architected and supported with the latest cybersecurity and compliance practices. Digital Edge’s goal is to
optimize business processes, reduce costs, and deliver stability, security, efficiency, and compliance. For more information, please visit
https://www.digitaledge.net or contact us via https://www.digitaledge.net/contact/.

Resources

AWS Well-Architected

Our AWS Services

Learn, measure, and build using
architectural best practices

Link to Digital Edge’s AWS services: https://
www.digitaledge.net/Landings/aws
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